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Underground power cables encounter various problems caused by manufacturing
defects and/or environmental contact. In keeping with the Smart Grid vision, researchers
must develop diagnostic techniques that can be utilized to facilitate the decision making
processes regarding replacement prior to failure can occur, thereby minimizing impact to
customers. Due to the impact of the aging infrastructure and in particular underground
polymeric cables, various offline and online methods have been developed for the
detection of the remaining life of underground cables. The offline methods require power
outage, which can lead to further difficulty in their implementation. Signal processing
techniques hold promise to provide real time or near real time diagnostics. In this thesis,
three different signal processing techniques; fast Fourier transform, short-time Fourier
transform, and wavelet transform; are investigated for identifying and classifying various
fault types encountered in underground power cables based on cable current and voltage
measurements.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
In general, underground power cables encounter various problems due to aging

and faults; thus affecting electric service delivery and transmission infrastructure. The
application of distributed generation in a micro-grid application, for example, is
increasing, likely to be connected to the grid via power cables. While industry
expectations are that power polymeric cables should have a thirty to forty year lifespan,
experience has shown that certain vintages of cable are performing better than others.
The development of predictive analytics in support of the modern grid helps to ensure
that the equipment required to integrate distributed generation into the grid will operate in
an optimal manner with minimal maintenance.
Predictive analytics are the next logical extension of the self-healing grid concept.
Today, most equipment diagnostics are performed on de-energized equipment. In keeping
with the smart grid vision, diagnostic techniques must be developed which can be utilized
with the equipment on-line so that decisions regarding replacement prior to failure can
occur; thus minimizing impact to customers. Due to the impact of an aging
infrastructure, and in particular underground polymeric cables, various offline and online
methods have been developed for the detection of the remaining life of underground
cables. The offline methods require power outage, which can lead to further difficulty in
their implementation. Other available methods can provide average life details [1] or
1

exact location details. Preliminary work performed by investigators indicates that
predictive analytics hold promise in classifying the condition of power cables and other
equipment insulation. In order to perform this diagnostic in real or near-real time, digital
signal processing (DSP) methods are required.
It is well known that most of the tests conducted are based on voltage, current,
and impedance values of the cable. Processing these experimental data will effectively
provide us with some idea about the remaining life of a cable. Accordingly, advanced
signal processing methods can be used for this purpose. Such methods include Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT), Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), and Wavelet
Transform (WT). In general, the Fourier transform is a simple and effective method for
analyzing various types of experimental data. However, the Fourier transform provides
only information about the frequency content (frequency spectrum) over the entire
duration of the time domain signal. Thus, it is quite difficult to characterize the frequency
content of the signal as time progresses. On the other hand, the STFT provides
localization in both time and frequency that allows characterizing the frequency content
of a time domain signal at each time instance. However, the localization in time and
frequency is fixed, thus providing limited time and frequency resolutions. Accordingly,
multiresolution analysis, such as the wavelet transform, would be a better method to
perform this type of analysis. In general, the wavelet transform provides multiresolution
analysis with variable window size, and it is thus better suited for such analysis. In
general, variable window sizes provide good resolution in the time and frequency
domains; thus helping not only in identifying the fault, but also in localizing it.
In this thesis, the analysis of underground power cables is performed using the
fast Fourier transform, short-time Fourier transform, and the wavelet transform with the
2

objective of detecting fault and average life of the cable. Three types of cables are used in
this experiment: a normal cable, a shorted cable, and a cable with holes. The impedance
in each case is computed and all three signal processing methods are applied so that the
resulting impedance magnitude and impedance phase can be examined in the frequency
domain (FFT) and time/frequency domain (STFT and WT). This analysis is expected to
unveil differences in the frequency response of the three different types of a cable and
can eventually be used as a measure for fault detection and localization.
1.2

Motivation
There has been lot of work done on using signal processing techniques to do

diagnostics for aging underground power cables. Lately wavelet analysis has been used
as very efficient method for fault identification and localization. There is not much work
done on fault classification using signal processing algorithms. Again phase responses
from these algorithms has not been analysed much. Phase response obtained from
different faulty cables could be used as a method in diagnostic analysis. Again not much
work is done on exploring to find out effect of different types of windowing on the output
of fault detection and classification. Different windowing techniques implemented on
underground power cable could be an interesting result to see. We can explore a
possibility of better windowing method and explore if there is a preferable windowing
method for these different kinds of fault data.
1.3

Literature Review
Multiresolution analysis is one of the most frequent and widely used methods in

signal processing applications. Various methods based on multiresolution analysis have
been used for fault detection in power cables. J Moshtagh et al. [2] uses ATP to simulate
3

transient high frequency signals, fault current and voltage conditions. Then, they use
wavelet transformation to extract useful information from fault data followed by fuzzy
logic to accurately determine the localization of fault. Four types of faults are considered;
core open circuit (CROC), core and sheath open circuit (CRSHOC), core with sheath
short circuit (CRSHSC), and core and sheath through ground short circuit (CRSHGSC).
A dyadic grid is used to implement the wavelet transform with the Haar being the mother
wavelet. It should be noted that the selection of a mother wavelet is, in general, critical to
fault detection, i.e., the closer the mother wavelet is to fault, the better the fault can be
localized. A Fuzzy logic system is then used to localize and identify different type of
faults.
Another method, introduced by C.K. Jung et al [3], uses the wavelet transform as
a method for localization of fault. This method is based on localizing the transient
coming out of reflection from the fault location. Instead of using directly the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT), the stationary wavelet transform is used because the stationary
wavelet transform has a redundancy property which is useful in locating transient in
noisy environment. In this method, system modelling and simulation is done by ATP as
well. The first step of the process is detecting the fault which is done by setting a
threshold value. If the signal exceeds the threshold before and after the first spike, a fault
has theoretically occurred. This fault could be present in any of the phases; hence it is
detected by using a 4th approximation of the phases. For example, if a, b, and c represent
the corresponding phases, the faulty phase will have high approximation. The
approximation from other phases will be near zero. The output generated by this method
will have many spikes so it will be difficult to localize fault. These spikes are produced
due to the reflection by faults and attenuation and reflection by the other end of the wire.
4

This noise could be removed by using a multiscale correlation algorithm. The distance of
the fault is found by scaling the distance between the first and second peaks through
calculation.
Various neural network methods and sensors methods [7] are also used to identify
faults in power cables. Mousavi et al describes a pattern classification method for fault
identification. In this method, data collection is performed online using a monitoring
system installed onsite. Various steps of this procedure involve pre-processing, feature
extraction, and classification into 4 classes. The pre-processing stage ensures that the
abnormal signal is distinguishable from the normal signal. Feature extraction is done
using a discrete wavelet analysis package. Raw feature extraction is done by
dimensionality reduction, using the principal component analysis method. Finally, the
problem is reduced to a classification problem with 2 groups and 4 classes. Classification
is based on the k-nearest neighbour problem, where the K closest training data set is
found and the majority class is assigned.

5

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
The methodology applied in this study is based on implementing three different
signal processing algorithms: Fourier transform, short time Fourier transform, and
wavelet transform.
2.1

FFT:
The FFT [10] is a simple and effective method to analyze various types of

experimental data. Since experimental data, in general, are limited in length and can be
affected by the presence of measurement noise, various data windowing are first applied
to the cable data prior to the application of the FFT. Mathematically, the Fourier
transform can be represented by the following equations:

f t exp

jwt dt

F w exp jwt dw

Eq. 2.1

The mathematical equations above show how FFT can be used to convert time
domain data into frequency domain. In the frequency domain, it is easier to visualize fault
diagnostics. The FFT, in general, is not good for time resolution and only frequency
precision can be achieved by this method. This type of analysis is not good for types of
signals where we would like to perform localization tasks. FFT is a handy tool for
performing identification of faults as it is quite simple to implement. But a complete fault
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analysis will always involve the localization of fault, which will require better signal
processing tools than FFT.
2.2

STFT
As we discussed earlier, the FFT in general, is not a sufficient method for

analyzing fault diagnostics. One method that comes into mind, which gives us some
frequency and time resolutions, is the short time Fourier transform (STFT). The STFT is
a windowed version of the Fourier transform, i.e., its implementation is based on
applying the Fourier transform to a sliding window of the time domain signal.
Accordingly, the window choice is important to the quality of the localization. In general,
the STFT is a complex function of time and frequency and its magnitude is displayed in
the time-frequency plane, i.e., in a form known as the spectrogram. Note that the
frequency and time resolutions are inversely proportional to each other and there is a
tradeoff between them. Thus, at any given instant of time, one can select a large window
size and concentrate on the frequency resolution, or one can select a small window size
so that we can get a better time resolution. Mathematically, the STFT is represented by
the following equation
≡

∑

,

xnwn

me

Eq. 2.2

with w being a time window function.
The most common way to represent the STFT is the spectrogram, which is
described by the square of the magnitude response of the STFT. The Spectrogram is
represented mathematically as,
≡ |

|

,
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Eq. 2.3

The spectrogram is used in various signal processing applications, such as music
and voice analysis. Some of the limitations of the spectrogram include the difficulty of
extracting the original signal since it contains no phase information.
2.3

Wavelet
Since the STFT offers only limited resolution results in the frequency and/or in

time domain, we can use multiresolution analysis as an answer to this problem. Wavelet
analysis [11] provides us with numerous possibilities of selecting various mother wavelet
functions. Most common mother wavelet functions used is Haar, Daubecheis, etc. In the
Fourier transform, all the signals are represented as combination of sine functions. In the
wavelet transform, any signal can be represented by a translated and scaled version of a
mother wavelet. Although several mother wavelets are available, only the Daubechies
mother wavelet was used in this analysis. The Daubechies mother wavelet is illustrated in
3D in Figure 2.1.

8

Figure 2.1

Example of Daubecheis mother wavelet

Unlike the STFT, the wavelet transform provides a multiresolution analysis that
offers more flexibility in terms of frequency and time resolutions since it handles a
variable size windowing. Wavelet is better suited for diagnostics detection as it provides
better frequency resolution for lower frequencies and higher time resolution for higher
frequencies. Since most of the fault signal produces high frequency component in case of
fault, these high frequency components need to be localized so that fault location in
power cables can be found.
The implementation of the wavelet transform requires the decomposition of the
original signal, which is mathematically represented by the following equation:
∑

∗
9

xkgn

k

Eq. 2.4

The original signal, x(n), is decomposed into high and low frequency components
with impulse responses of g (low pass filtering) and h (high pass filtering), respectively,
as follows:
x k g 2n
∑

x k h 2n

k
k

Eq. 2.5

Wavelet is implemented via a decomposition of a characteristic filter bank. First,
a signal is decomposed into a high frequency band and a low frequency band. Then, a
low pass signal is down-sampled by 2 and the low frequency band is further decomposed
into high frequency and low frequency bands. This kind of stepwise analysis yields better
resolution for the low frequency range. Figure 2.2 shows the decomposition of the
characteristic filter banks into detail and approximation coefficients.

Figure 2.2

Wavelet decomposition

Figure 2.3

Filter bank showing a 3 filter bank level decomposition
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Figure 2.3 shows a three level filter bank decomposition of the signal. Note that
the level of decompositions of the signal is determined by the number of samples in the
original signal. For example, a three level decomposition is possible for an 8 sample
signal. The detail coefficients correspond to the high frequency components while the
approximation coefficients correspond to the low frequency components. The
approximation coefficients combined with different levels of the detail coefficients yields
the original signal. For certain applications, which involve high frequency analysis, we
cannot get a good frequency resolution as most of the wavelet schemes are based on
focusing on low band frequencies.
The wavelet transform, in general, has many advantages. These include:
1) The wavelet transform gives flexibility in time and frequency resolutions by
using multiresolution analysis. This is a benefit over the STFT, which has limited time
and frequency resolutions.
2) The wavelet transform is a useful signal processing tool for analyzing transient
behavior of a signal, as we can use different types of mother wavelet functions. The
selection of the mother wavelet function is based on the type of tasks the wavelet analysis
is used for.
3) Localization in both time and frequency can be easily achieved using the
wavelet transform. Wavelet offer good time resolution which helps in a localization task
as we can have selective time resolution in fault areas, which are easily identified by high
frequency components generated by faults.
4) Wavelet is a tool which is very helpful in analyzing signals found in nature and
surrounding. Most of the signals found in nature have very crucial and significant low
frequency components. As we have seen, the wavelet transform provides a very good
11

frequency resolution for low frequency components when filter bank decomposition is
performed. Thus, wavelet is the right tool to analyze signals found naturally in the world.
5) Compression of images is an important task performed by wavelet analysis.
Since a filter bank decomposition of a signal reduces the original signal into detail and
approximate coefficients, we can select any level of decomposition without much loss
and get compressed image using wavelets. For example, a 32 sample original signal can
be decomposed to 5 levels of filter bank decompositions, but we can stop only with 3
level of decompositions; thus saving calculation time and complexity. On the other hand,
the disadvantages of using the wavelet transform include
1) The wavelet coefficients are real quantities; thus, there is no phase information
provided, which is helpful in identifying faults in power cables, as seen from the
implementation of the FFT and STFT.
2) The original wavelet analysis cannot be used for analyzing signals with very
high frequency components. This is due to the inherent nature of the implementation of
the wavelet transform, which divides a low frequency component into further low and
high frequency components. Accordingly, the frequency resolution of the high frequency
regions is not as great as the low frequency regions. Thus, we need to use a modified
version of the wavelet transform to analyze signals with high frequency components.
3) Images compressed via the wavelet transform cannot be reversed to obtain the
original image. This is because wavelet offers a lossy compression algorithm, which does
not contain important detail components thrown during image compression.
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2.4

Windowing
For all three methods, FFT, STFT, and wavelet analyses, five different types of

windows [11] [12], rectangular, Hamming, Hanning, triangular, and Gaussian, of length
N (total number of samples) are used. A brief description of each window is presented
below.
Rectangular window: This windowing has sharp edges at the extremes and not
good in general because of the ripple effects that are introduced in the frequency
response. This window is represented in the time domain by following equation.
1,

0, 1, … ,

1,

Eq. 2.6

Hamming window: This window has a smoother frequency and time domain
responses. It is good because of its smooth frequency response output. The output
equation is given by:
0.54

,

0, 1, … ,

1

Eq. 2.7

Hanning window: Similar to the Hamming window, a Hanning window has
smooth time domain and frequency domain responses. The Hanning window is
represented mathematically by:
0.5 cos

,n

0, 1, … , N

1

Eq. 2.8

Triangular window: This windowing technique has a sharp edge response and has
limited applications. It is represented by:
2/

,n

0, 1, … , N

1

Eq. 2.9

Gaussian window: The Gaussian window is another windowing technique that has
smooth time domain and frequency domain responses. The Gaussian window is
represented mathematically by:
13

/

,

,n

0, 1, … , N

where α <= 0.5
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1

Eq. 2.10

CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
Results of the experiments are divided into three parts based on the order in which
the experiments are carried out.
3.1

Experimental Data Description
Five set of data samples with sample sizes of N=5000 and N=50000 are used in

this study for three different cable types: normal cable, cable with a hole drilled from the
insulator shield to the conductor at the midpoint of the conductor, and shorted cable
formed by inserting a copper wire in the hole, thus shorting the conductor and concentric
neutral. Data sets with 50000 samples are down-sampled to 5000 for uniformity. All the
data is obtained from an L=100 m, D=10.3 mm AL, 4.45 mm of XLPE cable (polymeric
cable). Sampling of the data is done at time interval t = 0.00000001sec. With this type of
cables, the overall capacitance to ground is 32 nF, the insulation resistance to ground is 3
GΩ, the conductor resistance is 30 mΩ, and the conductor inductance is 0.3 mH. A
typical polymeric cable with the presence of different types of faults present is shown in
Figure 3.1 below. Three types of cable data are provided; sending end voltage (cable end
where an input voltage is applied), receiving end voltage (cable end where the input
voltage is received) and current.
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Figure 3.1
3.2

Defects in extruded cable dielectrics

FFT Test Results
For the FFT analysis, the cable impedance was computed directly from the

current and voltage measurements in two ways:
1. In the first method, we directly calculate the impedance as the ratio of the sending
end voltage over the current.
2. In the second method, the impedance is calculated as the ratio of the differential
voltage over the current, where the differential voltage represents the difference
between the sending end voltage and the receiving end voltage.
Note that for FFT computation, the data length required must satisfy N=2m, with
m being an integer. Since the data length is limited to 5000 samples, 4096 samples are
used in this study. We also tried the concept of zero padding with 8192 samples and
similar results were obtained.
The results provided below correspond to the impedance magnitude and
impedance phase for the three types of cables considered in this study for different types
16

of windows. Figures 3.1 – 3.10 correspond to the magnitude and phase of the impedance
as a function of frequency computed from the sending end voltage and Figures 3.11 –
3.20 correspond to the same, except the impedance is computed from the differential
voltage. Although all types of windowing techniques seem to distinguish between the
three different types of cables from the phase information, it is observed that the
Gaussian window seems to have slightly better results in terms of both magnitude and
phase responses compared to the other types of windows. Accordingly, the other sample
data sets are examined using the Gaussian window. Figures 3.21 – 3.28 corresponds to
the magnitude and phase responses for sample data sets 2 -5 with the impedance being
calculated from the sending end voltage and Figures 3.29 – 3.36 correspond to the same
with the impedance being calculated from the differential voltage.

Figure 3.2

Impedance amplitude with a rectangular window (first sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.3

Impedance phase with a rectangular window (first sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.4

Impedance amplitude with a Hamming window (first sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.5

Impedance phase with a Hamming window (first sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.6

Impedance amplitude with a Hanning window (first sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.7

Impedance phase with a Hanning window (first sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.8

Impedance amplitude with a triangular window (first sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.9

Impedance phase with a triangular window (first sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.10

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (first sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.11

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (first sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.12

Impedance amplitude with a rectangular window (first sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.13

Impedance phase with a rectangular window (first sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.14

Impedance amplitude with a Hamming window (first sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.15

Impedance phase with a Hamming window (first sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.16

Impedance amplitude with a Hanning window (first sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.17

Impedance phase with a Hanning window (first sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.18

Impedance amplitude with a triangular window (first sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.19

Impedance phase with a triangular window (first sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.20

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (first sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.21

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (first sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.22

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (second sample, sending
end voltage).
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Figure 3.23

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (second sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.24

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (third sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.25

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (third sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.26

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (fourth sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.27

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (fourth sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.28

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (fifth sample, sending end
voltage).
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Figure 3.29

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (fifth sample, sending end
voltage).

Figure 3.30

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (second sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.31

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (second sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.32

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (third sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.33

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (third sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.34

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (fourth sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.35

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (fourth sample, differential
voltage).

Figure 3.36

Impedance amplitude with a Gaussian window (fifth sample, differential
voltage).
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Figure 3.37

3.3

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (fifth sample, differential
voltage).

FFT Observations
a) Both methods of impedance calculation (via the sending end voltage and the
differential voltage) can be used for differentiating between the different types of
cable defects from phase information.
b) The results obtained from the differential voltage are slightly better than the ones
obtained from the sending end voltage.
c) All window types yield reasonable results. However, the Gaussian window seems
to have slightly better results than the other windowing techniques in terms of
noise deduction.
d) Further study needs to be conducted to find the best way of visualizing the results,
especially, the magnitude response
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3.4

STFT Results
From the 5 sample data sets that are available and for each type of the

underground power cable (normal, shorted, and with holes), the 5th sample data set is
used first in this analysis for illustrative purposes. The STFT is used to obtain the
magnitude and phase of the cable impedance.
The implementation of the STFT is based on a window size of 128 samples with
50% overlap, i.e., this corresponds to 64 overlapping samples. Note also that, for the
shorted cable, the time domain signal (voltage and current) consists of 50000 samples
whereas for the normal cable and cable with hole, 5000 samples are available. Thus, for
comparison purposes, the shorted cable data are down-sampled (decimated) by a factor of
10 so that the data length for all three types of cables is the same. Considering the
window size (128 samples) and the % overlap (64 samples) along with the available data
length (5000 samples), the resulting STFT matrix size will be 65x77.
The results provided below correspond to the impedance magnitude and
impedance phase for the three types of cables considered in this study for different types
of windows. Note that in this study the results obtained from both methods (impedance
computation via the sending end voltage and impedance computation via the differential
voltage) are nearly identical. Accordingly, only the results of the impedance computed
from the differential voltage are illustrated here. Figures 3.37-3.56 correspond to the
magnitude response of the impedance as a function of time and frequency and the
impedance phase as a function of frequency over a specified time window. With a 65x77
STFT matrix size, the phase response characteristic is selected as the phase response
corresponding to the 32nd column of the STFT matrix. Note that in all the phase response
plots, blue corresponds to the phase response of a normal cable, red corresponds to the
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phase response of a cable with hole, and green corresponds to the phase response of a
shorted cable.
By examining these figures, it seems that the three different types of cables can be
easily distinguished from the phase response for all windowing types with the Gaussian
window having slightly better results in terms of both magnitude and phase responses.
Accordingly, all the rest of the sample data sets are analyzed using the Gaussian window
and their corresponding results (impedance magnitude and phase responses) are
illustrated in Figures 3.57- 3.72.
It is also of interest to examine the behavior of the sending end voltage in the
STFT domain (time-frequency domain). The resulting magnitude and phase responses for
dataset 1 with a Gaussian window are illustrated in Figures 3.73-3.76. One sees that the
different types of cables can be distinguished from the phase response. In addition, the
magnitude response for the shorted cable shows distinctive behavior in the spectrum.
Similar behavior is also obtained for all datasets analyzed. This method may be used for
fault detection. However, further investigation is required.
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Figure 3.38

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 5)

Figure 3.39

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
cable with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.40

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5)

Figure 3.41

Impedance phase with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
dataset 5).
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Figure 3.42

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 5)

Figure 3.43

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.44

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5)

Figure 3.45

Impedance phase with a triangular window (differential voltage, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.46

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.47

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.48

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.49

Impedance phase with a Hanning window (differential voltage, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.50

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.51

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5)
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Figure 3.52

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.53

Impedance phase with a Hamming window (differential voltage, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.54

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.55

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.56

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5)

Figure 3.57

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.58

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (normal cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.59

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (cable with holes, dataset
1).
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Figure 3.60

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (shorted cable, dataset1).

Figure 3.61

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (dataset1).
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Figure 3.62

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (normal cable, dataset 2).

Figure 3.63

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (cable with holes,
dataset 2).
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Figure 3.64

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (shorted cable, dataset 2).

Figure 3.65

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (dataset 2).
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Figure 3.66

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (normal cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.67

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (cable with holes,
dataset 3).
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Figure 3.68

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (shorted cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.69

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (dataset 3).
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Figure 3.70

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (normal cable, dataset 4).

Figure 3.71

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (cable with holes, dataset
4).
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Figure 3.72

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (shorted cable, dataset 4).

Figure 3.73

Impedance phase with a Gaussian window (dataset 4).
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Figure 3.74

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (sending end voltage,
normal cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.75

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (sending end voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.76

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (sending end voltage
shorted cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.77

Sending end voltage phase with a Gaussian window (data set1).
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3.5

STFT Observations
a) Both methods of impedance calculation (via the sending end voltage and the
differential voltage) yield nearly identical results and can be used for
differentiating between the different types of cable defects, especially from phase
information.
b) All windows types yield reasonable results. However, the Gaussian window
seems to have slightly better results than the other windowing techniques in terms
of noise reduction.
c) Both Hanning and Hamming windows are also good contenders for this type of
applications as well. Accordingly, it is better to try out all three windows
(Gaussian, Hanning, and Hamming) since the window choice is data dependent.
d) The STFT and the FFT yield identical results for a rectangular window.
e) The shorted cable can be easily distinguished directly from the magnitude
response. The cable with holes and normal cable behave very similarly. However,
they still can be distinguished from the magnitude response.
f) Overall, 3D visualization of the magnitude response enhances the distinction
between the three different types of cables under investigation.

3.6

Discrete Wavelet Transform Results
From the sample data sets and for each type of the underground power cable

(normal, shorted, and with holes) that are available, the first sample data set is used
initially in this analysis for illustrative purposes. The DWT is used to obtain the
magnitude response of the cable impedance. The cable impedance is computed directly
from the current and voltage measurements as the ratio of the differential voltage over the
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current, where the differential voltage represents the difference between the sending end
voltage and the receiving end voltage.
We select Daubechies (4) as the mother wavelet function for its familiarity to
faulty waveform. Figures 3.77- 3.91 represent the corresponding DWT implementation of
the normal cable, cable with hole, and shorted cable data using all types of windowing.
By examining these results, one sees, in most cases, faults can be distinguished from the
magnitude response; especially those who correspond to the shorted cable with different
windowing techniques. Furthermore, the Hanning window provides clear distinction
between all fault types. Accordingly, the Hanning window is used for DWT
implementation from then onwards and is tested on all the remaining data sets (datasets 2,
3, 4, and 5). For comparison purposes, results from the Gaussian window are also
included. The corresponding plots for the rest of the data sets are illustrated in Figures
3.90-3.103 for the Gaussian window and in Figures 3.104-3.115 for the Hanning window.
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Figure 3.78

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.79

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
cable with holes, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.80

Impedance magnitude with a rectangular window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.81

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.82

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 1).

Figure 3.83

Impedance magnitude with a triangular window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.84

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.85

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.86

Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.87

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.88

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 1).

Figure 3.89

Impedance magnitude with a Hamming window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.90

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.91

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 1).
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Figure 3.92

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 1).

Figure 3.93

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 2).
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Figure 3.94

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 2).

Figure 3.95

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 2).
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Figure 3.96

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.97

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 3).
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Figure 3.98

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.99

Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 4).
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Figure 3.100 Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 4).

Figure 3.101 Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 4).
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Figure 3.102 Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
normal cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.103 Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.104 Impedance magnitude with a Gaussian window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.105 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 2).
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Figure 3.106 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 2).

Figure 3.107 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 2).
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Figure 3.108 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.109 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 3).
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Figure 3.110 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 3).

Figure 3.111 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 4).
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Figure 3.112 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 4).

Figure 3.113 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 4).
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Figure 3.114 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, normal
cable, dataset 5).

Figure 3.115 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage, cable
with holes, dataset 5).
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Figure 3.116 Impedance magnitude with a Hanning window (differential voltage,
shorted cable, dataset 5).
3.7

Wavelet Transform Observations:
a) A 3D visualization of the magnitude response enhances the distinction between
all cables’ types and someone can easily differentiate between the different
cables.
b) The Hanning window is mainly used since fault types can be easily distinguished.
This window provides better results based on the magnitude response. Results
from other windows provide also promising results.
c) The peak values maybe used as a measure of fault distance as they represent high
amplitude at certain time index and scale values, especially for the shorted cable
(distinguishable).
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
4.1

Conclusion:
All three cable types have been analyzed using fast Fourier transformation, short-

time Fourier transformation, and wavelet transformation. Furthermore, identification and
classification of various faults are investigated. Different types of windows are applied to
the original fault signals. In general, a Gaussian window is found to have good response
from the test data. Both Hanning and Hamming windows are also quite worthy
contender.
Based on the FFT results, a Gaussian window gives encouraging results based on
the phase response. The magnitude response obtained from FFT is not of much help as
we are not able to differentiate between different cable types with it. The phase response,
on the other hand, shows distinct results for different cable faults. Thus, we are able to
identify and classify fault using the FFT phase response. This kind of diagnostic tool can
be of great help in designing smart grids which can do self-healing. Classifying faults
also helps us to tackle different cable faults differently.
Similar to the FFT, the STFT also shows good results based on the phase
response. Hence, the phase response is quite helpful in identifying and classifying
different fault types. Based on the magnitude response, both the FFT and the STFT fail to
distinguish between the different types of cable faults. An exception to this conclusion is
the shorted cable, which can be easily differentiated with the STFT impedance magnitude
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response. Again, for the STFT, the Gaussian window proves to be a promising window
function which can be used fault classification. Hamming and Hanning again are worthy
contender as well.
On the other hand, the wavelet transform impedance magnitude plots provide a
clear distinction between various fault types. Peaks of various sizes are easily identified.
The magnitude response is helpful in fault classification via the wavelet transform as
compared to the FFT and the STFT where the magnitude response is not of much help.
Unlike the other two methods, the wavelet transform proves to respond better with a
Hanning window. The Gaussian window still gives us considerable results but the
outputs from a Hanning window is best for classifying different fault types.
4.2

Future Work
With multiresolution analysis, additional work can be further exploited. For

example, one can further investigate the use of different mother wavelets and study their
effect on fault detection. It is also of interest to investigate fault localization in real or
near-real time. This will help in making this system implementable. Furthermore, a
sensitivity analysis can be also further investigated to validate this method. Future works
proposed for this research are
1) Investigate the use of different mother wavelets with the expectation to come up
with a suitable one for this application. In our study, we have simply used the
level 4 Daubechies (db4) mother wavelet and accordingly only magnitude
information has been used for fault detection. Complex mother wavelets or
adopting a different wavelet transformation implementation will provide us with
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phase information that can probably be better suited for this analysis and provide
more insight to fault detection.
2) Investigate the use of the localization property of the wavelet transform to predict
the location of the faults. In general, the localization property of the wavelet
transform provides information in both time and frequency, thus predicting faults
location can be achieved with some additional manipulation to some extent.
3) Perform a sensitivity analysis to better assess the accuracy of the diagnostic tool.
This requires additional measurements for cables with different lengths. Thus,
building a library of cable measurements taking into consideration different fault
types, locations, and different cable lengths so that spectrum matching can be
used for near real time applications. This will make the system more practical and
more reliable for field applications; thus fault detection can be possibly achieved
without requiring a power outage.
4) Begin coordination with the high voltage laboratory to investigate the possibility
of using this diagnostic tool on measured data obtained from their system. Thus,
field implementation could be achieved.
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